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A B S T R A C T

Though collision tumors have been reported earlier like serous cystadenoma and mature cystic teratoma,
combination of mucinous cystadenoma and adult granulosa cell tumor is rarely reported in the literature.
Collision tumors lack the histological cellular intermingling which is seen in composite tumors. Both
involve two morphologically and immunohistochemically distinct neoplasms coexisting within a single
organ. Mucinous cystadenoma is a benign cystic surface epithelial tumor of ovary. Granulosa cell
tumor(GCT) is a low grade malignancy arising from sex cord stromal cells of ovary and need a close
follow up for recurrences which may be late. Here we present a case of 50 year old female who
presented with lower abdominal pain. Patient underwent staging laporotomy and ovarian specimen sent
for histopathological examination, where it was diagnosed as mucinous cystadenoma coexisting with adult
granulosa cell tumor. This case report emphasis upon the fact that multiloculated cyst have to be extensively
examined grossly, so as not to miss any solid component which might have a bearing on prognosis of the
patient. Here the association of mucinous cystadenoma and granulosa cell tumor need close follow up of
patient.
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1. Introduction

Both composite and collision tumors involve two
morphologically and immunohistochemically distinct
neoplasms coexisting within a single organ, however
collision tumors lack the histological cellular intermingling
seen in composite tumors. Granulosa cell tumor and
mucinous cystadenoma are independent tumor arising from
sex cord stromal cells and surface epithelium of ovary.
Here we present a case of 50 year old lady presenting
with a complex cystic ovarian mass which is diagnosed as
collision tumor of ovary(mucinous cystadenoma with adult
granulosa cell tumor).

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: neemajithin1993@gmail.com (Neema K).

2. Case Presentation

50 year old female presented with lower abdominal
pain since 5 months. On per abdomen examination
20 weeks size gravid uterine size, mass was felt
which is hard in consistency, motility restricted. On
per speculum examination cervix appears normal. Per
vaginal examination showed hard mass felt through anterior
fornices. USG abdomen and pelvis showed a large right
adnexal cyst with septations, 13x10cm with internal echoes,
vascular flow seen in wall s/o complex ovarian cystic
mass.CA125-16.3.staging laporotomy was done which
showed right ovarian mass. Left ovary and uterus normal.
Diagnosis was confirmed by histopathological examination
of cystic mass.Grossly (Figure 1) right ovary enlarged to
15x10cm, multiloculated with clear fluid, capsule intact.
Solid areas seen in the cystic cavity. Microscopy showed
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multiple cystic spaces of varying sizes separated by fibrous
stroma. Cyst are lined by mucin filled tall columnar
epithelium with basal nuclei. Solid area is composed of
predominantly small cells arranged as sheets, thin cords.
Cells show eosinophilic cytoplasm, small round to oval
nuclei many of which show nuclear grooving.

Fig. 1: Ovary enlarged with cut section showing multiloculated
cyst with solid areas

Fig. 2: Ovary enlarged with cut section showing multiloculated
cyst with solid areas

3. Discussion

Collision tumors lack the histological cellular intermingling
that seen in composite tumors.granulosa cell tumor and
mucinous cystadenoma are independent tumor arising from
sex cord stromal cells and surface epithelium of ovary.1

Little is known about the molecular and genetic changes that
give rise to GCT(granulosa cell tumor).approximately 97%
of adult GCT harbour a somatic missence mutation in the
FOXL2 gene (which is abscent in Juvenile GCT) represents
an exciting advancement in molecular pathways of GCT.2

The deficiency of DNA mismatch repair also contributes to

Fig. 3: Shows a well circumscribed yellowish solid lesion within
the cyst

Fig. 4: Microscopy of cystic area showing cystic spaces lined by
mucinous epithelium with basal nuclei

the pathogenesis of GCT. Occasionally GCT presents as a
small lesion in cystic teratoma which could easily be missed
through inadequate sections, so ovaries with mature cystic
teratoma should be examined thoroughly for small foci of
GCT.3

Mucinous cystadenoma is a benign cystic tumor lined
by mucinous gastrointestinal /endocervical epithelium
(Figure 4). It usually presents as a multiloculated cystic
mass with mucinous secretions. Adult granulosa cell tumor
(AGCT) accounts for 1-2% of all ovarian neoplasm and they
are known for late recurrences.4 microscopically a variety
of growth patterns occur, most common pattern is diffuse
in which tumor cells grow in sheets(Figure 5). Tumor
cells often grow in cords, trabeculae, ribbon, gyriform,
nests. A microfollicular pattern (call exner bodies) in
which granulosa cells surround small spaces containing
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Fig. 5: Microscopy of solid area showing cells arranged in sheets,
cords. Cells show eosinophilic cytoplasm, nuclear grooving

Fig. 6: IHC-CD 56 positivity in granulosa cell tumor

eosinophilic secretions.occasionally large follicles (macro
follicular pattern) can be seen. Immunohistochemically,
GCT usually exhibit inhibin, calretinin, CD56 (Figure 6),

WT1 positivity.5 Collision tumors show histological
features of cellular intermingling which is not seen in
composite tumors.6 In the present case, solid foci showed
the features of GCT. GCT tumors are characterised by very
indolent course and late recurrences. Hence, this association
need close follow up of the patient.

4. Conclusion

In our case report the patient was a 50-year-old lady
presenting with lower abdominal pain and imaging showed
a large right adnexal mass. This case report is to emphasize
upon the fact that multiloculated cyst have to be extensively
examined grossly so as not to miss any solid component
which might have a bearing on prognosis of the patient.
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